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Motivation

● Aims to create a language-learning 
analytics system providing intuitive 
analysis of student’s

● i) what are the language features related to 
specific proficiency levels? 

● ii) how can these features be measured 
automatically?

● Aims to create a language learning 
app focused on less-resourced 
languages leveraging NLP tools 

● i) what are the NLP tools that can generate 
educational tasks from text? 

● ii) how can we automatically adapt exercises  
difficulty based on learners profile?
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Research Questions
●   How can we numerically encode a 

learner's linguistic knowledge ?

●  How can those numerical 
representations be used in CALL 
downstream tasks ?

● Bharathi Raja

How efficiently do language models 
adapt to predict tokens in 
ungrammatical sentences produced by 
language learners?

Explore how Learner Language 
Models could be used to build learner 
language profile

SIMILAR RESEARCH : 

- User modeling in language learning with macaronic texts       
- Predicting learner knowledge of individual words using machine learning

- Comparing Native and Learner Englishes Using a Large Pre-trained Language Model
- Synthetic Data Generation for Grammatical Error Correction with Tagged Corruption Models

- Probing pretrained language models for lexical semantics.
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• Training Learner Language Models
○ Masked language modelling
○ Ungrammatical resources
○ Experiment

• LLMs for learner-language profiling
○ LM outputs & Statistics
○ Possible exploitations 
○ Planned experiment
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Masked Language Modelling
● How to encode a learners linguistic 

knowledge and skill ?
○ Transformers showed excellent 

results in encoding language 
representations

○ It benefited tremendously from 
self-supervised tasks, in specific 
Masked Language Modelling 

○ trained over huge texts datasets
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Ungrammatical Learner Resources
● How to encode a learners linguistic 

knowledge and skill ?
○ GEC and Learner Corpora Research 

created large ungrammatical 
datasets

- Released 200m synthetic generated 
ungrammatical sentences 

- Pre-training in this data improved 
SOTA GEC models

more than 1m texts 200m sentences
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Experiment
● Given a learner in the EFCAMDAT dataset how well can we predict tokens from 

randomly generated masked sentences of this learner ? 

● How effective fine-tuning bert in synthetic data, learner related  texts and learner 
specific texts are for this task? 
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Thoughts
- The are a significant number of possibilities of ordering and 

combinations of different sources of resources related to a 
learner.
- making training more expensive
- a specific combination of resources can lead to better results 

other than using all resources

- The masking strategy during training can dictate what linguistic 
aspects the model would focus
- random masking vs masking only verbs 

- masking tokens marked as errors  where we investigate the 
error-annotated corpora to try to predict a given type of error.
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LLMs for learner-language profiling
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LM outputs
● The outputs are probabilities over cwe

● similar to work where CWE of specific words in an learner sentence is different from 
CWE of words in a native sentence. We investigate that the CWE created by a learner 
language model is different from a native language model

Then I to the
           
market[MASK]

NATIVE BERT
Went
0.668

go
0.196

walked
0.040

walk
0.026

headed
0.09

Goes
0.448

Went
0.362

walked
0.08

walk
0.014

headed
0.07
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- Conciliate linguistic statistics
with probabilities of CWE

- Ideally we want to find 
a set of sentences that find difference in 
prediction statistics for different learner 
models

Statistics
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Exploitations
- Efficient Learner Language Models can enable the  simulation of learner behavior in an innumerable 

number of sentences/scenarios where it would be costly/infeasible to evaluate students.

- we have ungrammatical models and native models that  can make inference in 
grammatical or ungrammatical sentences
- predictions of ungrammatical models over ungrammatical sentences gives us evidence of predicting token usage 

behavior
- Investigate how well LM can replicate token usage behavior
- Investigate which tokens in which contexts are hard to predict

Evaluate how Language Models 
replicate a learner token production 
in a masked sentence

Evaluate sentences that Learners 
would be likely to make mistakes

Canonical behavior of Language 
Models

Learner Language Models Native Language Models

Ungrammatical sentences

Grammatical sentences
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Exploitations
- analyse the grammatical variance of the lexicon.

- Strong variance could indicate instability. 
- Find computationally sentences that tend to cause instability for 

specific CEFR levels or/and nationalities
- How this is distributed across CEFR levels. 

-  the tokens we mask can evaluate different lexical, grammatical 
or semantic skills

- hypernyms 

T1 T2 T3 T4[MASK]

NATIVE BERT
P1
Verb

P2
Verb

P3
Verb

P4
Verb

P5
Verb

P1
Verb

P2
Noun

P3
Verb

P4
Noun

P5
Verb

T5
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Thank You 
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● Bharathi Raja

Modelling Learner Language profile

User Interaction with content

Educational tasks generation
- cloze exercises

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

EFCAMDAT

Learner personal 
writings

✅✅ ✅

transfer learning

text to cloze 
generation

knowledge trace 
data


